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                      Termly School Newsletter from Birmingham Audit 

Helping you to manage risks and provide effective services 

Foreword  

We are still living, and working, in quite difficult times, and the impact of the 
pandemic remains significant. There are a few chinks of light – I saw my son 
for the first time since last July last week – but it will be some time before we 
get close to ‘living and working’ in the way we used to.  With that in mind, we 
all need to continue supporting each other as much as possible -  we all have 
our jobs to do, we all want to be as efficient and effective as possible, and we 
all have the same end game – ensuring our children get the best education 
they can within the resources available.      

We are all trying to move towards ‘a business as usual’ approach, and as part 
of that we are now undertaking schools visits again. Our visits include working on site for one to 
three days - the number of days is agreed with each individual school at the time of their audit. I 
appreciate that schools have to get used to receiving audit visits again, (whilst dealing with many 
other challenges), but we are experiencing some difficulties in obtaining information requested 
prior to the visit starting, or which should be available on arrival. We have had numerous          
occasions when documents have not been ready and are provided on a bit by bit basis which  
affects the flow of the audit, and the amount of times our staff have to seek meetings with school 
staff. This all adds to a prolonged audit and some frustration for everyone – something nobody 
wants. 

I believe that working in partnership is the only way to deliver our services successfully and with 
the added value I and my colleagues in Audit feel is so important. So let’s all work hard to help 
each other along, and if you feel there are things I and my colleagues could be doing better 
please let me know. I take all comments seriously. 

 

Best wishes Don. 

            Foreword written by Don Price 
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Following the 3rd national lockdown, as we begin to work toward our new 
normal, I would like to take the opportunity to thank those schools that have 
had an audit for supporting the audit process and our auditors. 

 

  All you need to know about our school routine audits... 

School Audits 

Summer Term 2021 

Our risk based school audit visit programme           
recommenced in April and we have continued 
with a blended approach of remote and on site 
working depending upon the preferences of 
each school selected for a visit.  

 

 

We fully appreciate that schools are under  
additional pressures at this time and will    
continue to work with them to make the audit 
as supportive as possible.  Schools are given 
three weeks notice of any planned audit and 
we ask you to contact us as soon as possible   
regarding any change requests so that we can 
try and meet your needs. 

 

Follow Ups 

To remind you that we do have a follow up 
process for all school audits undertaken and 
the approach depends upon the level of      
assurance and risk. The follow up audits 
range from intensive follow up reviews (level 
3/4 assurance high risk) through to one day 
visits or a school may be captured as part of 
our city wide follow up annual review.  
 
 
Our follow up work over the last few years has 
identified that often the agreed timescales for 
the implementation of recommendations are 
not met or that the school’s interpretation of 
how to fully implement a recommendation   
differs from the audit view.   

 

We can not stress enough how important it is 
that schools take our reports seriously, agree 
realistic timescales and seek clarification 
when needed.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
We have recently provided an update in the 
Governor Briefing reminding governors of their  
responsibilities in ensuring our final reports 
are implemented fully and within the agreed 
timescales. In addition Lisa Fraser AD         
Education and Early Years recently provided 
an update on ‘The Work of Birmingham Audit’ 
in the schools Notice board: 10 June 2021 
reminding schools and their Governing Boards 
of their duties.  
 
We highlighted that it is good practice for the 
audit report to be a standing item on the   
Governing Boards agenda until the             
recommendations in the report are fully       
implemented.   
 

A full list of the controls reviewed during our 
audits is available on request. If you have any 
queries or concerns, please do not hesitate to 
contact me; 
 
Karen Smith, Principal Auditor 
Telephone: 07885236038 
Email: karen.p.smith@birmingham.gov.uk 
 

Karen Smith Principal Auditor (Schools Lead)

   

https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/blog/school-nb/post/868/noticeboard-10-june-2021/
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All you need to know about our school routine audits continued…  

School Audits 

Our Annual Review 2020/21 

Our annual review of 2020/21 financial year has highlighted a number of areas where 
we frequently raise recommendations and ask that you consider these when reviewing 
your practices. 

 

Financial Governance  
Delegation frameworks for committees and Head Teachers financial limits should 
concur, tender limits should be the latest (currently £189,330 for supplies and services 
and £4,733,252 for works) and detail of how the school should manage cumulative 
expenditure (see page 5) should be included.  

Adequate financial reporting to governors is fundamental for their role of scrutiny and 
challenge and they should be sufficient to assist the governors in monitoring the budget 
position they should include; 

• In-year balance and cumulative balance; 
• A Cost Centre Summary Review statement or equivalent from the school's financial 

management system; 
• Details of virements or budget revisions undertaken; 
• Details of any valid suspense charges (Not needed for cheque book); 
• Cumulative expenditure for the current year/annual for 3/5 years (see page 5); 
• For cheque book and EPA schools a copy of the latest bank statement 

reconciliation, and Annex A (for cheque book schools) report to allow the 
Governing Body to verify the accuracy of the bank balances identified on the 
financial management system with an explanation for any variances; and  

• Don’t forget the Local Authorities reports appendix 1,2,& 3. 
 

Pecuniary interest forms should be completed by all governors and staff in full and 
where there is no interest to declare the individual should write N/A or ‘none’.  The 
governor register on the schools website should be maintained and up to date. 

Take care when completing the annual Statement of Internal Control; dates need to be 
retrospective, complete the financial management check list and ensure the three 
signatures are obtained; Head Teacher, Chair of Governors and Chair of Finance 
Committee - dated the day of the Governing Board meeting where it is approved. 

You will be aware that the Governance Handbook October 2020 (2.3.15) requires 
schools to have a formal process for identifying, assessing, and managing financial and 
non-financial risks. We would expect to see this in a strategic risk register. 

Schools should have a Gift & Hospitality Policy and register. The register should be 
presented to the Governing Board on a termly basis. 

 

Budget Planning  
Consider if your plans go far enough to address the problem of budget deficits, reliance 
on surplus balances and/or where you are forecasting deficits in future years. Support is 
available from the Local Authority School Financial Services and the Employment 
Relations teams and we have seen many schools making use of this.  
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All you need to know about our school routine audits continued…  

School Audits 

Our Annual Review 2020/21 

 
Purchasing   

The raising of official orders and the correct receipting of goods has significant 
importance as it underpins financial management operationally, which is why we 
continually strive for improvement in this area. We recognise that there have been 
challenges in ensure compliance during the coronavirus pandemic as schools have not 
always had sufficient school staff available. Natalie has some further advice on page 6. 

Purchase Cards  
When schools have a purchase card (s) then this area of purchasing should be 
supported by a purchase card policy that outlines the roles and responsibilities, card 
holders, individual and monthly limits along with action taken if misused. This should be 
approved by the Governing Board and recorded in the minutes. 
 
Monthly transaction logs provide the reconciliation process and are an important control 
in ensuring compliance.  It is important that they are completed and approved monthly 
so that any errors or irregularities can be identified straight away. 

Individual purchases should be appropriate and if over £100 a purchase order should be 
raised.  The audit trail should include prior approval and VAT receipts. 

Delegated Powers  
In line with Financial Regulations three quotes are required if an order is above £10,000.  
Remember these must be reported to the Governing Board and recorded in the minutes.  
When 3 quotes can not be sought or the preferred quote is not the cheapest then formal 
justification and approval is also required from the Governing Board and recorded in the 
minutes.   
 
Have a look at Sally’s article on page 5 regarding our latest advice on how to ensure 
compliance with cumulative expenditure above £10,000 with single suppliers. 

Engagement off Payroll for Intermediaries (HMRC’s IR35 regulation) 

For payments to individuals (anyone not on the staff list) it is the responsibility of the 
school to establish the relationship using the HMRC tool (an Employment Status 
Indicator or ESI) and retain a copy of the outcome of the assessment.    

Any individuals where a non-determination is provided  by the HMRC the school should 
contact Seamus Cooney Payroll Manager Schools services email: 
Seamus.Cooney@birmingham.gov.uk.   

Remember;  

The Schools Financial Procedures Manual (SFPM) provides maintained schools with 
guidance on a range of financial management processes that are set out as individual 
sections within the manual. Watch out for updates to the manual in September. See link 
below; 

The Schools Financial Procedures Manual 

 

https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/downloads/download/1798/schools_financial_procedures_manual
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All you need to know about recent changes... 

Financial Regulations ... 

Major Items of Expenditure 

The City Council’s Financial Regulations requires three quotations to be obtained for 
expenditure between £10,000 and £189,330 for supplies and services and £4,733,252 
for works (Tendering Threshold level); for the requirement to obtain tenders for 
expenditure in excess of £189,330, Governing Bodies may set lower limits if they 
wish.  Quotations and Tenders should be presented to the Governing Body for 
discussion and agreement.  Details of the quotes, together with the approved quotation, 
should be recorded in the relevant minutes. Where three quotes cannot be sought, or 
the lowest price quote not selected then this should be recorded in the minutes of the 
relevant meeting with justifying reasons for an exemption to standing orders. 

 

Tendering Process Changes; Cabinet Office has published Procurement Policy Note 
(PPN) 08/20 - Introduction of Find a Tender, setting out the changes to procurement 
which came into effect at the end of 31/12/2020.  This PPN informs contracting 
authorities of the steps they need to take to ensure their legal obligations under the 
regulations to publish certain notices in relation to public procurements continue to be 
met. This includes the circumstances where Find a Tender or the Official Journal of the 
European Union (OJEU)/TED must be used, how to access Find a Tender Service (FTS) 
and an associated FAQ. For more information on public sector 
procurement please follow link:  

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/public-sector-procurement 

 

Cumulative Expenditure  

The monitoring of expenditure with a single 
supplier is required to ensure that appropriate 
action is taken where this exceeds the thresh-
olds mentioned above either; during the cur-
rent financial year or between 3/5 years de-
pending on the overall life of a contractual en-
gagement. 

 

In order to comply with financial regulations 
schools are advised the Finance Committee 
must review termly their in-year expenditure 
over £10,000 (cumulative and single orders) 
and bring this to the attention of the              
Full Governing Body.      

 
In order to ensure compliance with financial 
regulations schools are advised to produce an 
annual multi-year cumulative spend against 
suppliers.  This should include all suppliers  

 
with whom you have accu-
mulated expenditure over 
£10,000 in the last five years (2016/17 to 
2020/21) or a sufficient time period to ensure 
you are reporting on all school contracts and 
SLAs (minimum of 3 years). 
 
To support this process, contracts and leases 
should be monitored so that they are not al-
lowed to simply roll forward. This should help 
ensure the school can achieve best value. 
 
Governing Board minutes should clearly      
reflect any discussions about the continued 
use of suppliers and detail any quotes that 
were sought. 

The schools financial procedures manual will 
be updated to include these changes in     
September 2021. 

Sally Bojang Schools Auditor 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fguidance%2Fpublic-sector-procurement&data=04%7C01%7CKaren.P.Smith%40birmingham.gov.uk%7Cd57ab6db4fde43b1668708d91620118a%7C699ace67d2e44bcdb303d2bbe2b9bbf1%7C0%7C0%7C63756514924513
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Lets Talk about Internal Controls... 

Internal Controls 

What do we mean by Internal Control? 

The policies, procedures (both manual and automated) and activities that 
are part of a control framework, designed and operated to ensure that 
risks are contained within the level that an organisation is willing to 
accept.  Institute of Internal Auditors 2020 definition 
 
This is the definition but what are they?      
             
Polices and Procedures 
Fortunately for maintained schools the ‘control framework’ and advice and guidance 
around this is provided in the regulatory framework which includes; Financial 
Regulations, Standing Orders, Birmingham Fair Funding Scheme of Delegation and the 
Schools Financial Procedures Manual. 

Policies and Procedures at school level provide the direction to the Governors, Senior 
Leadership and school staff on how things should be done, what should not be done and 
the consequences of non-compliance. 
 
Delegation Frameworks 
The terms of reference for committees, and the Head Teachers financial framework of 
delegation provide the framework of authorisation in which each committee and Head 
Teacher can operate. 
 
Reporting, Oversight and Monitoring 
Financial oversight by monitoring and reporting is a key role of both the finance team, 
Head Teacher and the Governing Board.  It informs financial planning and supports the 
identification of errors and financial irregularities. 
 
Financial System Controls  
Your financial management system will be designed so that users access is set up to 
enforce division of duty.   
 
Segregation of Duty 
Segregation of duty used in the correct way not only protects the schools reputation and 
its finances but also staff too! You should see this between goods ordering, goods  
receipt and payment as well as cash handovers and banking.      
            Natalie Mardenborough 

 
        

             

 

 

 
Segregation of Duty and the Coronavirus Pandemic  
We recognise that there have been many challenges during the coronavirus 
pandemic ,not least having sufficient staff, and the practicalities of ensuring division of 
duty when staff are working at home. Its important that all staff involved in the ordering 
process have access to the schools financial management system and that its not just 
held on one computer. If you are having to authorise orders/invoices but are not in 
school to sign the paper copy, then back this up with an email giving instructions to the 
appropriate authorising officer on your behalf.     
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Working with Schools Financial Services... 

Financial Management Activities 

 

Schools Financial Value Standard and Approved Budget Plans 

Lana Forrester, Head of Schools Financial Services, has asked that we thank all those 
schools who have submitted their SFVS and Approved Budget plans to Schools 
Financial Services.   

 
Income 

You will recall in the last edition of the Auditor (issue 58 page 8) Lana asked us to 
remind schools that are operating the Non cheque book or EPA system that in order to 
assist with identifying and allocating income to the correct school can any remittances be 
forwarded to the following mailbox: 

remittances@birmingham.gov.uk 

We are aware that a number of schools have benefited from the work Lana has 
undertaken in this area and also ask you to consider the recent information she has 
posted on the schools notice board 20 May 2021.  You should also have a read of the 
article provided by our fraud team on page 10 which provides some valuable advice. 

 

Schools Financial Procedures 

Lana has asked us to let you know that there are a number of chapters of the Schools 
Financial Procedures Manual that require updating and she will start to roll these out 
from September onwards. Keep an eye out for notifications of these on the schools 
notice board.  

In the meantime if you do have any queries that you would like her to assist with or 
would like to talk through regarding support that Schools Financial Services can provide 
then please feel free to contact to contact Lana on;   

 

Head of Service: Lana Forrester  lana.forrester@birmingham.gov.uk 

 
 

Budget Management Training  

The Budget Management Training 2 day Course provided by School Financial Services  
has been scheduled in for the 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 November at Edgbaston conference 

centre.  For more information or to request a space please contact Linda Brighton on;  

 

Linda A Brighton Linda.A.Brighton@birmingham.gov.uk 

mailto:remittances@birmingham.gov.uk
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/blog/school-nb/post/856/noticeboard-20-may-2021/
mailto:lana.forrester@birmingham.gov.uk
mailto:Linda.A.Brighton@birmingham.gov.uk
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All the latest fraud information from Neil Farquharson Group Auditor... 

Fraud Spotlight on Schools 

 
I am very grateful for having the opportunity to contribute articles to 

The Auditor to raise awareness within schools to the risks of fraud. 

I’m retiring shortly after 30 years working in counter-fraud. I’d like to 

say that I’m leaving knowing that the job is done and we’d cracked it as 

there is no more fraud. Sadly, this is not the case and if anything, the 

risk of fraud is far greater now than it has been at any time in my 

career.  

Most of the frauds reported to us by schools have traditionally been perpetrated by 

employees who have found opportunities to exploit control weaknesses in systems to 

misappropriate funds. Whilst the risk of employee fraud remains high, the biggest threat 

now comes from cyber criminals who seek to exploit technology by hacking in to 

systems with the sole intention of stealing funds from schools.  

In the Spring edition of The Auditor we highlighted a couple of recent cases of how 

hackers intercepted e-mail communications in order to divert funds. We also gave tips 

on how to protect schools against cyber fraud. In this edition, we are providing you with 

details of a tool that is being promoted by West Midlands Police as an additional layer of 

protection, so please give this some consideration (see below). Lastly, I’d just like to say 

thanks to everyone in schools that I’ve dealt with in my time at Birmingham City Council, 

and I wish everyone the best for the future and hope that you remain fraud free.   

Neil Farquharson, Group Auditor – Corporate Fraud 

 

 

 

          

 

 

  

 

 

 

       

             

Police CyberAlarm  
  
Some Birmingham schools and suppliers have recently been a target of cybercrime 
where hackers have infiltrated IT systems to obtain information and ultimately divert 
payments from intended suppliers.  It is important that Schools have a suite of ‘cyber 
essentials’ to protect their assets, both data and finances, from these types of 
sophisticated frauds.  
 
To add a further layer of protection Schools can now get access to a free tool called 
Police CyberAlarm, designed to help them understand and monitor the threats they face 
from malicious cyber activity. Funded by Government, Police CyberAlarm acts like a 
‘CCTV camera’ monitoring the traffic seen by a School’s connection to the internet. It will 
detect and provide regular reports of suspected malicious activity, enabling Schools to 
take steps to improve their cyber resilience. Once a School or organisation becomes a 
Police CyberAlarm member, they will need to install the ‘CyberAlarm Virtual Server’ 
which will then collect and process traffic logs identifying suspicious activity from the 
firewall.  
 
            Continued on page 9. 
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All the latest fraud information continued… 

The Fraud Spotlight on Schools 

Police CyberAlarm 

Police CyberAlarm does not see any of the content of any network traffic it monitors, it 
logs the traffic to identify suspicious activity. It is designed to protect personal data and 
intellectual property.  
 
Police CyberAlarm can benefit any education establishment with a computer network 
and the service is available to wider business organisations including SMEs, public and 
private sector, charities, education establishments and local government so feel free to 
share this information with your suppliers. As a Police CyberAlarm member, you will 
benefit from regular reports detailing suspicious and potentially malicious attack activity 
on your firewall/ internet gateway. It will show them how you are being attacked, and 
where from so you can improve your cyber resilience. It will also help law enforcement 
identify current threats and take enforcement action against cyber criminals.   
 
Please check with your IT providers that the Police CyberAlarm is compatible and would 
not interfere with current firewalls etc.  You can sign up on the cyberalarm.police.uk 
website. Your School will then receive a unique code which once added to the website 
will provide access to full instructions and how to install Police CyberAlarm. 

 
If you have any additional questions regarding this service please contact the Cyber 
Protect Team within the Economic Crime Unit at West Midlands Police. 
 
Phone: 101 ext. 845 6137  
Email: CI_PROTECT_TEAM@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk 

Picture Copyright  

We have in the past been alerted to issues with companies approaching schools to claim       
payments for copyright infringement, where schools have used photographs on their website or 
communications without obtaining permission or licence. These firms purport to act on behalf of 
the agencies or individuals who own the copyright to the pictures. 

We have been made aware of a current approach to a school along these lines, where the school 
used a picture of an athlete in a ‘healthy eating’ campaign. We have since discovered that at 
least three other schools appear to have made payments to the company concerned for what  
appear to be similar infringements, including one school who received a demand for unauthorised 
use of a picture of a volcano. 

We are looking into the latest request for payment and the school concerned are liaising with   
Legal Services about it. In the meantime, we would ask schools to be extremely careful in what 
images you use on your websites and correspondence, particularly in using images from an     
internet search where picture copyright may not always be obvious. Unauthorised use of pictures 
can attract demands for compensation running into thousands of pounds. You may also wish to 
cascade this advice to any staff who update the website or who might upload pictures. 

If you do receive a demand at any time, we would advise you not to pay it immediately but to  
contact Legal Services for advice. It seems that if the demand is legitimate, the ‘fine’ can be     
negotiated. 

mailto:CI_PROTECT_TEAM@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk
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All the latest fraud information continued… 

The Fraud Spotlight on Schools 

Portal Postings   

We wrote a previous article for The Auditor about the Schools Income Portal, the 

electronic system used by non-cheque book schools for the recording of income they 

have banked. A reminder that all income banked must be entered on the School Income 

Portal promptly ideally within 2 days of the banking. Failure to post income on the portal 

could result in a loss of income to the school budget.   

As part of our pro-active audit work, we look at unmatched portal postings over 3 months 

old. This is where a school has posted income on the portal but the funds do not appear 

to have shown up at the bank. This is often due to posting errors or duplicate postings. 

However it could also be due to the income not being banked and where anomalies are 

identified we contact schools to seek assurance from them that these have arisen as a 

result of an error rather than as a result of any misappropriation.  

We recently identified that 2 amounts of income posted by a Primary School had not been 

banked. It was established that collections by G4S were normally made weekly, but on 

this occasion no collections were made for a 3 week period. The school had a record that 

6 bags were collected by G4S,   but there was no record of what giros and amounts went 

with which bag. The absence of an audit trail to determine which giros went with which 

bag meant it was unclear how it went missing. The fact that the money was stored in the 

safe for a couple of weeks longer than normal increased the opportunity for theft and it’s 

possible that the notes were taken from the safe sometime during the period that the 

school were waiting for their G4S collection. 

One weakness identified in this case was that there was no record of what giros were in 

which bag. Schools Financial Procedures state in paragraph 4.8 that “It is good practice 

for the school to record the serial number of the income bag on a photocopy of the 

appropriate Bank Paying in Slip”. In order to minimise the risk of this happening 

elsewhere, our advice is for schools to review the procedures currently in place around 

income security and banking with a view to strengthening where necessary. It’s also 

worth looking at the controls over key security and access to the safe to ensure they are 

fit for purpose.  

 

If you have any concerns, please direct these to the Birmingham Audit Corporate Fraud 

Team on 303-2185, or at CFTAFT@Birmingham.gov.uk  

or 

Whistleblowing Email:  

Whistleblowing@birmingham.gov.uk 

mailto:CFTAFT@Birmingham.gov.uk
mailto:Whistleblowing@birmingham.gov.uk
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Working with  School and Governor Support ... 

Governance 

School and Governor Support (SGS) governor training package has been running 
successfully online since September 2020 and there has been a significant increase in 
numbers attending. The ‘Induction for New Governors’ has been particularly busy and 
this course is often the first training that school governors have on undertaking their third 
core function i.e. over seeing the financial performance in schools. 

SGS signpost governors from induction training to attend ‘Introduction to Finance’ and 
those on Finance committees to ‘Managing Financial Resources’ (for maintained 
schools). Managing Financial resources is delivered with input from SFS, Audit and SGS 
so Governors experience how these services work together and how this links to 
Governance. A total of 19 Governors attended both Finance courses in 2019-20 
whereas in 2020-21, so far over 110 Governors across both courses have attended.  

 
The table below shows that on line learning has lead to a increase in take up of training for 
governors which can only be a good thing for them, the schools they support, and their pupils. 
 
 
 

School and Governor Support (S&GS) Contacts:  
 
A list of contacts can be found on the Birmingham Education Support Services BESS website 
including the option of emailing school.support@birmingham.gov.uk requesting a call back at a 
time to suit.  

https://birminghameducationsupportservices.co.uk/
mailto:school.support@birmingham.gov.uk
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All the contact details you need for the team… 

Audit Service Team Contact Information 

To remind you we are all currently working at home and can be contacted via 
email, Microsoft Teams or works mobile phone; 

 

Don Price, Group Auditor  
Don.Price@birmingham.gov.uk 

 
Karen Smith, Principal Auditor  

Works Mobile: 07885236038 
Karen.P.Smith@birmingham.gov.uk 

 
Natalie Mardenborough, Auditor  

Works Mobile: 07885236047 
Natalie.Mardenborough@birmingham.gov.uk 

 
Sally Bojang, Auditor 

Works Mobile: 07885236043 
Sally.Bojang@birmingham.gov.uk  

 
Corporate Fraud Team  

0121 303 2185 
CFTAFT@Birmingham.gov.uk  

 

   

TOP left to right—Don Price, Jenny Giles, Simone Beet, Paula Moloney, John P Grace, David 

Mallard, Brendan Sweeney and Jaspal Sehra 

BOTTOM left to right—Sally Bojang, Natalie Mardenborough, Karen Smith 

mailto:don.price@birmingham.gov.uk
mailto:karen.p.smith@birmingham.gov.uk
mailto:natalie.mardenborough@birmingham.gov.uk
mailto:sally.bojang@birmingham.gov.uk
mailto:CFTAFT@Birmingham.gov.uk

